This paper describes a software system designed to automate the production of digital movies with various visual effects like three-dimension animation, real image, and their composition. The production system can understand user's input screenplay through a parser then automatically interprets it into a relevant motion picture under the direction of a virtual director in place of a human one . The virtual director achieves user's intentions through knowledge-based approach by setting a scene , determining the corresponding shot types and shot sequence, and planning virtual camerawork dependent on the cinematic expertise stored in a domain knowledge base . We model the filmmaking knowledge and rule-based reasoning strategies in expert system language CLIPS . Video data is encoded in XML and tracked by the MPEG-7 standard .
and time-consuming. Point-click 3D animation packages only enable the automatic generation of action between key frames. Filmmaking packages also only provide partial automation at the post-production stage of filmmaking. When specifying a computer-generated animation sequence or picture, user manually inputs not only the underlying models which describe the geometry and dynamics of all the objects to be depicted, but also a large set of rendering options that need to be specified to affect aspects such as viewing perspective, lighting conditions etc , so that the user must undertake a lengthy off-line programming session. By Artificial Intelligent (AI) approach, the digital filmmaking procedure can be automated dependent on cinematic knowledge base. For those nonprogrammers, the cinematic knowledge-based environment instead of programming can save time and labor greatly. The desktop movie making system DMP we are implementing can interpret a verbal screenplay into a relevant motion picture automatically with various visual effects like real image, three-dimensional (3D) animation, or their composition. Works on applying film theory for computer graphics generation have been put forward. Christianson et al. adopted the notion of film idioms from film theory and formalized them into a sequence of shots 5]. He et al. encoded the film idioms into hierarchically organized finite state machine applied in real-time system 6). Amerson & Kime proposed a system FILM (Film Idiom Language and Model) for real-time camera control in interactive narratives 7). New methodologies employ knowledge-based approach to address the tasks of graphics generation. In 8) 9), domain knowledge base was applied in automatically generating animation focusing on camera shot design while in 10) animation creation focused on human gesture. Cognitive modeling for intelligent agent was employed by Szarowicz et al to solve the same cinematic problem II). However few efforts were made in encoding the cinematic knowledge base and use it to automate the procedure of digital movie making from screenplay. Our desktop KB system DMP aims to create digital motion picture and decide the temporal order of video clips where the rule-based module is embedded as a subsystem in the integrated system environment to realize the automation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section two introduces the system structure of DMP after analyzing the feasibility of automatic movie creation. The next section outlines the relevant filmmaking techniques utilized in the virtual 3D world from a film theoretic point of view and gives design about knowledge representation (KR) written in CLIPS language. In the fourth section, the system implementation with an example piece of animation is showed to expound how to use cinematic 'rules of thumb' to make a scene. Finally, we will have a discussion about our work.
System Design

Feasibility Analysis of Automatic Moviemaking
There are three general ways to generate digital movie.
(1) Originating from conventional film: Change the images of film into digital video (DV).
(2) Utilizing digital video camera to shoot: DV camera works as a carrier to shoot. The post-production of DV usually processes on computer.
(3) Creating Computer Graphics (CG) movie: Whole movie is completely made by computer directly. The traditional film production by the first way is very expensive and time-consuming so that it is not a rational approach for us. Movies generated by the ways (2) and (3) mentioned above are considered "real" digital ones, but it is impossible to produce personal movie readily within short time when we come up with an idea for movie because a variety of limits exist in these approaches.
Let us see these limits and analyze which steps in movie generation could be automated. For the second way, digital video production using DV camera encompasses acquisition, storage, selection/editing, and composition of video data (Fig. 1) . Except that actual shooting requires human' involvement, the process of video choosing and sequencing can be automated based on experienced editing knowledge. That is to say the process of digital video production is at most of automatic edition and composition.
possible to combine objects and actions according to the screenplay and to choose optimal placement for the camera automatically. Fig. 2 shows the production structure of CG Movie.
The dull rectangles in figure 1 and 2 indicate the functions that can be realized automatically. Therefore automatic edition and computer animation are feasible.
Automatic Editing This function corresponds to the job of human film editor. Automatic Animation These jobs belong to film director and cinematographer.
System Architecture
The architecture of DMP with the capabilities of intelligent reasoning is generalized in Fig. 3 . Virtual director The virtual film director is responsible for the visual aspect of screenplay dependent on knowledge of plot structure in KB. He gives commands for the dramatic structure, pace, and directional flow elements of the sounds and visual images to visualize the event. Composition, the location of characters , lighting styles, depth of field and camera angle are all determinant factors in the formulation of the visual information. Knowledge base KB contains knowledge about objects, color, lighting, scene, shot, also contains spatial-temporal knowledge. It should enable the expert director or knowledge engineer to easily update and check the cinematic knowledge base.
Inference engine (Planner) The inference engine, or called planner, is used to reason with both the cinematic knowledge and data from screenpiay and other information from the user. Its result is called a 'plan'.
Movie player (Render) Player assembles the resultant plan created by inference engine into images. Virtual camera records the frames that are to be played as a still or a sequence of images. We utilize Japanese NHK's TVML player to render our digital movie, which can show animation or live-action film. Given the data of setting , lighting, objects, camera work, and sound, the player can render the movie resulted at any making stage so that we can test each shot result conveniently.
Information Format and Access
First emerging issue of designing system rests with human-computer interface. We employ verbal screenplay as input form in order to utilize the power of script of film. In order to reuse video assets, DMP uses metadata to describe the media stored in digital video library . There are some growing searchable multimedia libraries that currently have over thousands of hours of material , including films, news broadcasts, archive footage , etc. It is a good way to employ these video libraries and add our own materials to enrich it.
To conveniently communicate among different functional modules, we save the data of screenplay and digital movie clips in XML format. XML can be employed to format information of script since XML is a language suited for describing structured information and its properties. Video data may also be encoded in XML because XML acts well as a description language for multimedia. Video data are also tracked by the MPEG-7 standard because MPEG-7 coded data are mainly intended for content identification purposes while other coding formats such as MPEG-2, 4 are mainly intended for content reproduction purposes.
We provide a video modeling and query mechanism with the hierarchical structure (Fig. 4) constructed from the perspective of filmmaker to realize video reusing.
Knowledge Representation in CLIPS Language
In traditional film making it takes a group of craftspeople to create a film from directing to lighting and decorating a set. Computer 3D space is the same as film in the sense of representational multimedia, i.e., offering us information with visual moving image, graphics , speech, music, and sound effects. Both traditional film and computer 3D world project the three-dimensional space onto a two-dimensional surface. But 3D space generated from software exists only in cyberspace in the digital domain of computer & computer networks. Human uses and controls camera with optical system to shoot in the real world and camera represents the viewer's eye to record the sequence of frames that are to be rendered as a movie , while in the virtual world a mathematical model or a 3D engine is needed to construct the space from scratch . Correspondingly an abstract camera is used to represent where the viewer is standing and what scene he is looking in the virtual 3D space. Camera's location and aiming direction spatially determine what image of the space is displayed 12).
Available Filmmaking Techniques
Because there are no practical physical and optical constraints such as velocity, toque, or lens, the virtual camera works must comply with the common rubric of cinematography otherwise viewers will be confused by the unnatural dynamic graphics. We will deal with the filmmaking techniques that could be utilized in cyberspace applications. They are the four techniques about:
(1) Mise-en-scene (what to shoot) Those aspects of film such as setting, lighting, figures, movement, appearance, and costumes within the frame created by computers are all considered as parts of the mise-en-scene.
(2) Cinematograph (how to shoot it) comprises camera angles, camera distance and camera movements. perspectives, and how they dramatize the development of a scene or a narrative, e.g., parallel editing or cross-cutting, match cutting, jump cutting (opposed to match cutting), cutaways, thematic or montage cutting, and so forth. Creating a shot involves mise-en-scene & cinematograph, and creating a shot sequence involves montage and sound edition. To shoot the scene where two people are talking, over-the-shoulder (OTS) shot (from camera 1 or 2 in Fig. 5 ) created by triangle principle is usually used. The triangle principle has been extensively employed in many situations, particularly suitable to quiz shows, spots program, and sit-com. The advantage lies in that each talker is framed on the same side of the scene in each shot -character A on the left side and character B on the right side. If one character in a single shot is looking to the left and the other character in a single shot is looking to the right, when these shots are edited together. We usually assume that the characters are looking at each other.
3.2 Knowledge Representation Different types of KB have different roles for different goals 13). We built a filmmaking knowledge base having the representation, contents, and inference strategies. When representing human expertise, it is usual to use rules to model domain knowledge. Each rule encodes a piece of filmmaking knowledge. Besides rules, knowledge representation still implies human behavior of intelligent reasoning, i.e. determining which rule will be applied 14). Representation and reasoning are inextricably intertwined with representation. We employed forward-chaining inference mechanics, the same as the way in which human makes a plan. We need a well-defined language that enables us to represent complex expert knowledge in a clear, precise and nature way. Inference engine also needs a quick and stable algorithm to realize intelligent reasoning. Up to date the most efficient algorithm for the implementation of rule-based systems is the Rete algorithm 15). Expert system shells using Rete algorithm are OPS5, ART, Rete++, CLIPS, Jess, and so forth. We will choose CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) for the following reasons:
CLIPS is a rule-based language suited for representing heuristic knowledge.
The expert system language has the properties of natural language style, uniform structure, and good extensibility, suitable to modeling human knowledge or expertise.
COOL (CLIPS Object-Oriented Language) is the tool suited for representing knowledge that supports inheritance. In addition to rules, we still need object-oriented programming that at least has the features of abstraction and inheritance to manage the independent objects such as characters and props in the virtual 3D world. It also has function paradigm suited for representing procedural knowledge like walking, jumping. Though Rete has the drawback of high memory space requirements, the more advanced the technique of memory becomes, the small the problem turns into. In one sentence, CLIPS provides a cohesive tool for handling a wide variety of knowledge with supports for three different programming paradigms: rule-based, object-oriented and procedural so that it can fulfill the above mentioned needs for high-level tool to program the generation of movie.
Rules about Shooting
Each shot has a purpose in the scene. A shot sequence is a group of shots depicting one action or which seems to belong with or depend upon each other. We make many assumptions when we watch a film. For instance, we assume that when one shot is placed next to another there is a significant relationship between them. An example sequence is showed in Fig. 6 composed of shots transformed from medium shot to two-shot through dolly shot (concerning camera movment). The definitions of these shots can be found in section 4.2.
In rule-based language, a rule is a concise description of a set of conditions and a set of actions to take if the conditions are true. Film rules about above shooting can be written in defrule construct of CLIPS as: 
Virtual Camera Works
Our virtual camera is modeled with seven Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) -three for Cartesian position, three for orientation, and FOV (Field of View) all the same as those a common real-world camera has, so that it could be controlled in the same way as the real one, where FOV is the angle described by a cone with the vertex at the camera's position, determined by the camera's focal length. Various definitions of shot types are based on camera manipulation.
Shot Definition
(1) Shots concerning camera movement Three degrees for the Cartesian position enable us to make crane shot, dolly shot, and tracking shot (or trucking shot), three degrees for the orientation enable pan (or panning, pan shot), rolling shot, and tilt (or tilt shot, vertical panning), the last one the FOV can be made by moving the camera directly or by zooming (or zoom lenses) as showed in Fig. 8 . Other two movements in a Shots such as bird's eye, high, eye-level, low, and worm's eye refer to the horizontal and vertical position of the camera in relation to the subject. Through the use of angle, the director positions the subject within the frame. For example, a low angle shot placing camera below a character exaggerates his importance. Shot angle has a great impact on how the audience perceives both the subject and the action.
Perspective is the psychological position of the camera when it records the action. There are three perspectives: objective, subjective and point of view (POV). Typically the viewpoint of virtual camera may be attached to a character in a story as a subjective shot (first personpoint of view) or be separated from any character in the story as an objective shot (third-person point of view).
First-person-views usually appear in Virtual Reality (VR), for example when user sees the Virtual Environment (VE) through his avatar's view, while in filmmaking the common way is to view events from the perspective of a person outside the film although sometimes the subjective point of view is also used as if the scene is seen from the character's eye. We expect that if the film is depicting real life then the characters will not look at the camera. Therefore our virtual camera had better be the third-person point of view. POV shot is from the perspective of a specific character, but not directly through the eyes of that character. A variation of the POV shot is OTS.
Mathematical Model of Camera
In mathematical formula the camera operation can be expressed as:
Camera (x, y, z, vx, vy, vz, xadj, yadj, zadj, roll, tilt, dolly, pan, rack, zoom, speed, transition) where x, y, z are coordinates, vx, vy, vz are visual angles, xadj yadj, zadj are relative distances of movement, roll, tilt, pan, dolly, track, zoom are basic movement parameters of these shots in movement, speed is of the camera, and transition refers to the movement style (uniform or variable motion). The virtual camera works in DMP not only refer to setting up shot types but also refer to the natural transitions from shot to shot by using spatial-temporal shots continuity techniques.
One Shot Generation
In this section we will use OTS ( Fig. 10) shot as an example to demonstrate how to create a shot. OTS involves the techniques of mise-en-scene and cinematography. If the selected shot is not OTS, it should be set before OTS in the shot sequence.
To stage face to face two-talk, the virtual director determines five basic shots from nine camera positions (Fig. 11) , selects shots from the set and arranges them in order dependent on dialogues. Some shots in set may be used not only once (e.g. OTS shot, see Table 1 and Fig.  12 ) while some may be never used (e.g. Angular shot).
Conclusion
CG movie was made first by means of animated film as seen in drawn or puppet animation and later by means of computer-generated images and animations. In recent Fig. 11 . Camera placements in two-talk sequence. years, filmic techniques have been extended to a degree possible with live actors shot in real time. In the commercial fields, current activities point to an interesting market potential for shared virtual environments where a knowledge-based approach to graphics generation is always essential. The rule-based engine in our system DMP can select the contents of presentation from video database and decide the temporal order of video clips or create motion picture of animation, where the rule-based module is embedded as a subsystem in the integrated system environment to realize the automation.
In summary, cinematic knowledge base extracted from the film craftsmen can give great aid for the process of creating high quality motion pictures, be used to automate the digital filmmaking procedure through knowledge-based approach, or help for film theory teaching with easy-to-use user interface. From its beginnings, DMP including its cinematic knowledge base has undergone continual refinement and improvement. 
